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I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there has been an increased interest in solutions of non- 
linear elliptic equations in unbounded domains. A typical case is the 
equation 
du+g(u)=O, (g(O) = 0) (*I 
in full R3 where the solution u is required to lie in some Sobolev space 
H”(R3), m 2 1. The existence theory of (*) is mainly based on variational 
methods initiated by Nehari [l] and subsequently applied partly in 
modified form by a series of authors. We refer to Berestycki et al. [2] as a 
reference source which contains an extended bibliography. In the radially 
symmetric case, solutions of (*) are found by rather constructive methods 
pertaining to the theory of ordinary differential equations. Thus Berestycki 
et al. [3] construct infinitely many radially symmetric solutions of (*), 
while Jones and Kiipper [18] construct an inifinite number of such 
solutions, each characterized by a certain oscillatory property, using a very 
subtle dynamical systems approach. 
Here we investigate the stability properties of strong solutions of (*), i.e., 
of solutions u E H2(R3), considered equilibrium solutions of the parabolic 
equation ti = Au + g(u). In [3] it is proved that radially symmetric 
solutions of (*) are unstable under the assumption g’(0) ,< 0. This result 
serves as a starting point for our investigations. In Section III we show that 
if g(z) is a polynomial with g(0) = 0 and u E H’(R’) is a solution of (*) then 
u is parabolically unstable in H*(R’). The restriction to polynomials in 
Section III is made for technical simplicity: it allows us to exploit the fact 
that H”(R3) is a Banach algebra for m > 2 [4, p. 1151. But, as outlined in 
Appendix II, the proofs still work if we merely assume that g(z) 
(AZ ,, . . . . z,) in Section 111.3) has continuous derivatives up to order 6. In 
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Section III.3 we extend our results to weakly coupled parabolic gradient 
systems Mu + g(u) = i, u = (ur, . . . . u,,), g = (g,, . . . . g,), M = (6,~~ d), 
(rj> 0). Here our method forces the equilibrium solution u to have a 
property always satisfied in the scalar case: the semigroup e(“+g’(“)) I, t > 0, 
has to be “positivity improving,” a term explained in the text. Our 
instability proof uses a spectral result [S, Theorem XIII, 441 already used 
in [3] but deviates greatly from that point on. Here we use a method due 
to Henry [6, Theorem 5.13-J in order to solve evolution equations 
3 = Ay +f(y) for arbitrary selfadjoint operators A, provided \lf(y)II = 
0( I( ~11’) for small y. Due to its importance we devote a section to the dis- 
cussion of this method, where further results are obtained. For example, in 
Section IV.3 we construct small solutions of Eq. (*) in halfspace 
H2(R+ x R*) by converting it into a dynamical system along the lines of 
Kirchglssner [ 11, 121 and then using the spectral methods developed in 
Sections IV. 1 and IV.2. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We use 87 as the short for aP/axy and for any multiindex a = (a,, . . . . tl,), 
D* is short for ad;’ . ..a?. we put Ial =C Iail. H”(RP) is the Sobolev space 
of functions u on RP having square integrable generalized derivatives 
up to order m; H”(RP) has the scalar product (4 v),= 
{SC ,,,dmD34DC(Udx~}1’2 and norm I(ull,,,= (u, u):‘. In order to save 
notation we denote a few places by, 11 II,,,, a different but equivalent norm. 
If g(x) = kl(X), *.., g,(x)), x = 61, . ..7 xp) is a vector function, @g)(x) is 
the n xp matrix (a,g,(x)). Further notation is introduced whenever needed. 
A solution u on RP of du + g(u) = 0 in the scalar case and u = (ul, . . . . u,) of 
Mu+ g(u)=0 (g=(g,, . . . . g,)) in the system case is called strong if 
u E H2( RP) and uj E H2( RP), j = 1, . . . . n respectively. 
III. INSTABILITY PROPERTIES OF STRONG SOLUTIONS 
1. Remarks on Existence and Regularity Results 
(a) Below we prove that a strong solution u of (*), Au + g(u) = 0, is 
unstable as a member of H2(R3), where g(x) is any polynomial such that 
g(0) = 0. Now strong arguments in [2] indicate that the polynomials g(x) 
such that (*) has a weak solution (i.e., UE H’(R3)) should have degree <4 
and satisfy g’(0) f 0. However, an exact proof of this is lacking and it is 
still possible that (*) has a strong solution with g of degree > 5 and 
g’(0) > 0. A general instability proof has to take care of this situation. 
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(b) Next we list a few regularity results without proof. They follow 
easily from Chap. 8 in [7] (especially Theorem 8.8). 
Rl. If,for k> 1 andfeH’-‘(R3), UEH~(R~) isa (weak ifk= 1, strong 
if k>l) solution of du+f=O then ueHk+l(R3) and IIu~~~+~< 
Ck(iifllk-l + ii”llk). 
R2. Let u be a strong solution of (*). Then 
(1) UE n Hk(R3)Mm(R3), 
k>2 
(2) lim D%(x) = 0 for eoery multiindex CI. 
1x1 +cc 
R2 follows by repeated application of RI, using the fact that Hk(R3), k > 2, 
is a Banach algebra and that g is a polynomial with g(0) = 0. 
2. Parabolic Instability in the Scalar Case 
Our first aim is to prove 
THEOREM 1. Let UE H2(R3) be a solution of Au + g(u)=0 such that 
u # 0. Then u is unstable in H2(R3). \ 
We split the proof into a few steps. First we study the Frechet derivative 
L = A + g’(u) as an operator acting on p(R’) ( = L2(R3)); it is easily seen 
that L is selfadjoint if we put Dam(L) = H2(R3). 
LEMMA 1. The operator L contains points I > 0 in its spectrum. 
Proof: If the essential spectrum aess(L) contains some i > 0 then the 
lemma is proved. Thus assume the contrary. By the regularity rule R2 and 
by differentiation of Au + g(u) = 0 we have that u,, u,, uz are in H2(R3) 
and eigenfunctions # 0 of 0 E a(L). On easily finds that p( { i/i E R3 and 
u,(i)20))>0 and ,d{ili~R~ and ux(&J < 0}) > 0 holds (,u = Lebesgue 
measure); likewise with uY, u,. Now the semigroup eL’, t > 0, has a 
property, called “positivity improving”: (PI) for v E L2( R3), if u 2 0 a.e. and 
p( {@([) > 0}) > 0 then e% > 0 a.e. for all t > 0. This can be deduced 
either from parabolic maximum principles or from the considerations in 
Appendix I. Since aess(L) c_ (- co, 0] and 0 E opoint(L), sup a(L) = E is 
necessarily an eigenvalue. It then follows from Theorem XIII.44 in [5] that 
E is a simple eigenvalue having an eigenfunction cp > 0. But then necessarily 
0 < E due to the properties of the eigenfunctions u,, uyr u, cited above. m 
Next a difficulty must be overcome. If we consider L a semigroup 
generator in L2(R3) then polynomials, as mappings from L2(R3) to L2(R3), 
so5/70/2-4 
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do not have the necessary smoothness to guarantee the existence of 
solutions of the nonlinear evolution equations of Section IV; if we consider 
L a semigroup generator in H2(R3) with Dom(L)=H4(R3) then L is no 
longer selfadjoint with respect o the scalar product in H2(R3). Below let L’ 
be the restriction of L to H2(R3), i.e., Dom(L’) = {o/~EH~(R~) and 
LvEH*(R~)} and L’= L on Dom(L’). 
LEMMA 2. (A) Let A E R belong to p(L) ( = resolvent set of L). Then 
Cd,” = II(n - L) 41 0 is u norm on H2(R3) equivalent to 1) IJ2. (B) Dom(L’) = 
H4(R3). (C) L’ is selfadjoint with respect to the scalar product [u, v]; = 
((A--L)u, (A-L)v), on H2(R3) ando(L’)=a(L) (o( )=spectrum). 
ProoJ Let H2(R3)’ provisionally be H*(R’) but provided with the 
norm II I[,,; let 2 E p(L) n R. Then 1- L is a closed operator mapping 
H2(R3)’ in a l-l way onto p(R3). Since I/ Ilo d 11 12, II-L is also a closed 
operator from H2(R3) onto H”(R3). By the closed graph theorem there is 
an cr>O with (1) Il(1-L)vll Odcr IIvl12, V~EH~(R~). Conversely, (n-L)-’ 
is also a closed operator from g(R3) onto H2(R3). Again there is a y > 0 
with (2) Il(n-L)-’ vl12<y IIullO, VUE~(R~). Hence we have 11(1-L)-’ 
(~-L)412G~ Il(~-L)oll,, VUEH*(R~), that is (3) P I1412~Il(~-L)~lIo, 
VUE H2(R3), with a=~-‘. Clause (A) now follows from (1) and (3). 
As to (B) let I E R and v, f E H2(R3) be such that (L - ,I) v =f, i.e., 
Au = -g’(u) + 2) v +$ Since u E H2(R3) we have that (-g’(u) + A) v + 
f E H2(R3). By applying the regularity rule R2 twice, UE H3(R3) and thus 
(B) follows. By an argument similar to that above one shows that if 
,IE~(L) then (A-L)-’ is a closed l-l map from H2(R3) onto H4(R3). 
From this the selfadjointness of L’ immediately follows. Finally it is easy to 
show that if E(i), [E R is the spectral decomposition of L then 
E(c)’ = restriction of E(c) to H’(R”) is the spectral decomposition of L’. 
From this, o(L) = o(L’) follows. 1 
Notation. Below I is fixed and we write [ I2 instead of [ 11. We write 
Hi, 11 (12 or Hi, [ I2 if the norm is important, H2(R3) otherwise. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2 we get 
LEMMA 3. (A) a(L’) contains points 5 > 0. (B) The equilibrium solution 
UEH~(R~) is unstable in H2(R3), II [I2 ijf it is unstable in H’(R’), [ 12. 1 
The stability question now reduces to the study of the perturbed 
evolution equation ti = Au + g’(u) v + G(o), t 2 0, with G(u) of the form 
pz(u) v2 + . . . + pk(u) vk, where the pj(u) are polynomials in u. The method 
used to infer instability from Lemma 3 is due to Henry [6, Theorem 5.131 
and is studied in detail in Section IV. Here we state the crucial lemma 
which follows from the results in Section IV. 
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LEMMA 4. The evolution equation ti = L’v + G(v), t 6 0, has a solution 
v(t), t60, in H*(R’), C I2 which has the following properties: 
(1) [q(0)12>O; (2) there are K, a>0 such that [q$t)12<Ke”‘, t<O; (3) 
q(t) E Dom(L’), Vt 6 0, and L’cp(t) is continuous in (-co, 01; (4) 4(t) exists 
and is continuous in (-co, 01; (5) 4 = L’cp + G(q), t < 0. 
Prooj It is given in Section IV. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let cp be as in Lemma 4 and put E = [q(O)],. For 
6 > 0 arbitrarily small seek T > 0 such that [q( - T)]* < Ke paT < 6. Set 
$T(t)=q(t- T) forO<t< T. Then $.has the properties (a) [$T(0)]2<8, 
[$T(T)]2=~; (b) (CIT(t)EDom(L’) and L’$.(t) is continuous for O<t< T; 
(c) li/,( t) exists and is continuous for 0 < t 6 T; (d) 4, = L’$. + G($T) on 
[0, T]. Since E > 0 is fixed and 6 is arbitrarily small the Ljapounov 
instability of u in H*(R’), [ I2 and thus in H2(R3), 11 II2 follows. 1 
There is a converse to Lemma 4, Theorem 2 below, whose proof is also 
given in Section IV: 
THEOREM 2. For every E > 0 there is a 6, > 0 such that, given 0 < 6 6 6,, 
there is a solution cp( t), t 2 0, of the evolution equation d = L’v + G(v), t 2 0, 
with the properties (a) 0-c II(p(0)112<& (b) Ilcp(t)l12d Ke-“’ (tbO)for some 
K, a>o; (c) Ilcp(t)ll*<E, vtao. I 
Thus, while equilibrium solutions u E H2(R3) are always unstable, they 
are never completely unstable, but rather hyperbolic, as far as this term 
makes sense here. 
3. Parabolic Instability in the Case of Gradient Systems 
Below we extend the results from Section 2 to strong solutions 
u = (24,) ...) u,) of weakly coupled gradient systems. Here the strong solution 
u must satisfy a condition (“positivity improving”) which is automatically 
satisfied in the scalar case but not necessarily in the case of systems. For 
reasons of place we restrict ourselves to discuss those parts which call for 
new arguments and omit the other parts which are handled in the same 
ways as those in the previous paragraph. 
Let M = (mik) be the elliptic diagonal operator where mjk = bjkzj A, with 
S,, the Kronecker symbol, d the Laplacian on R3, and zj > 0 diffusion con- 
stants, j, k=l,..., n. Let V= V(z,, . . . . z,) be a polynomial and 
F(z) = (aV’/dz,, . . . . aP’/az,) be the associated gradient; henceforth we 
assume F(0, . . . . 0) = 0. Below we study the parabolic stability of elements 
u = (u,, . . . . u,), USE H2(R3), which satisfy the equation 
Mu + F(u) = 0. (*) 
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There is an existence theory for weak solutions of (*) which parallels that 
of the scalar case and which is described in [S]. Our aim is to prove 
THEOREM 3. Let II = (u,, . . . . u,), uj E H2(R3), be a strong solution of 
Mu + F(u) = 0 which has the following property (P) (a” V/az, ~z,)(u) 3 0 a.e. 
for all j # k. Then u is Ljapounov unstable as a member of H2(R3 )“. 1 
As a preparation we need 
DEFINITION 1. Let H be selfadjoint, bounded from below, and acting on 
a a-finite measure space (52, p), i.e., Dam(H) u Rg(H) E L*(4, p). Let 
P c 52 be a measurable set with 0 <p(P) < co. We call H positivity improv- 
ing on P (1) if e- Hf is “positivity preserving,” i.e., if f E L*(Q, p) and f > 0 
a.e. then emHff 2 0 a.e., Vt 3 0; (2) f 3 0 and p( { x/f(x) > 0 and x E P} ) > 0 
then (epH’f)(x) > 0 a.e. x E P for all t > 0. 1 
LEMMA 5. Let H be positivity improving on the set P E 52 according to 
DeJinition 1. If info(H) = E is an eigenvalue then every real eigenfunction 
cp to E satisfies one of the following conditions: (1) q(x) >O a.e. XE P, 
(2) q(x)=0 a.e. XEP, (3) q(x)<0 a.e. xEP. 
Proof: (A) Assume 1< E. From the resolvent formula (H - A) -’ = 
som eAtcH* dt one infers that (a) if f > 0 a.e. then (H - A) -If 3 0 a.e. Now 
assume f > 0 a.e. on Q and p( (x/‘(x) > 0 and x E P}) > 0. Let g E L’(fz, p) 
satisfy (b) g 2 0 a.e. (x/g(x) > 0} c P and p( {x/g(x) > 0}) > 0. According 
to (1) and (2) of Definition1 (g,(H-I)-lf)=~;e”‘(g,e-H’f)dt>O, 
where ( , ) is the scalar product on L’(Q, p). Since g, subject to (b), is 
otherwise arbitrary we infer (c) ((H - 1) ~ ‘f)(x) > 0 a.e. x E P. 
(B) Thus let E = inf a( H) be an eigenvalue of H and cp a real eigen- 
function to E. Put A=(H-I)-‘. Then llAil=(E-A)-’ and cp is a real 
eigenfunction of A to the eigenvalue JJAJI. Since 1~1 +q>O, A Iq] > IApl 
by (a) in (A). Thus (Id, A Id)~(Id, L@I)=f Id W-PI &2fcp&&= 
(cp, &)= II4 Ilcpl12. F rom this IIAlql--IIAll Iq)l12Q0 and thus A IqJ= 
11 A 111 q 1 immediately follows. 
(C) Next let S, be the set of fE L*(St, I*) such that f2 0 a.e. and 
{x/f(x) > O} E P. 
Case 1. There is an fES+ such that ~({xfl(x)>O))>O and f Icp( =0 
holds. Then 6% ldf=M A IPI)= llAII(f, Id)= IIAII ff Id 4=Q But 
this together with (a) and (c) in (A) implies Iq( = 0 a.e. on P. 
Case 2. There is no such f~ S, . Then necessarily Iql> 0 a.e. on P. 
(D) The lemma now follows. If p( { x/x E P and cpfx) # 01) > 0 then 
1~1 > 0 a.e. on P by Cases 1 and 2. Now Iq I - cp is also an eigenfunction of 
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A to II,4 (I, subject to Cases 1 and 2. But then either IqI = cp a.e. on P or 
- 1~1 = q a.e. on P, thus proving the lemma. 1 
Remark. The proof above is along the lines of the proof of 
Theorem XIII.44 in [S] and was given in detail because of the importance 
of Lemma 5 in what follows. Next, put DF(u) = ((a’V/az, az,)(u)) and con- 
sider the operator A = M +DF(u) with Dam(A) =H2(R3)“. Clearly, A is 
selfadjoint in the Hilbert space @(R3)” provided with the scalar product 
Cv, w)b=C(vj, wj>O. 
DEFINITION 2. A = M + DF(u) is weakly positivity improving (1) if 
v= (v,, . ..) v,) E H”(R3)” and vj > 0 a.e., j = 1, . . . . n, then (e%), > 0 a.e. for 
all j = 1, . . . . n, t > 0, (2) if uj > 0 a.e., j = 1, . . . . n, and for some k, 
p( (x/v,Jx) > 0)) > 0 then (e%),(x) > 0 a.e. x E R3 for all t > 0. m 
LEMMA 6. Zf, for u E H2(R3)n, (a2 V/dz, az,)(u) > 0 a.e. for all j # k then 
A = M + DF(u) is weakly positiity improving. 1 
The proof follows either from the maximum principle for systems (see [9, 
Sect. 81) or from the considerations in Appendix 1. Crucial to the proof of 
Theorem 3 is 
LEMMA 7. Let u E H2(R3)n satisfy (a) Mu + F(u) =0 and u #O, 
(b) (a2v/aZjaz,)(u)30 a.e., Vj# k. Then a(M + DF(u)) contains points 
A > 0. 
Proof, If oess(M + DF(u)) contains some A > 0 then the lemma follows. 
Thus assume a,,,(M + DF(u)) s (- co, 01. 
(A) First we note that the regularity rules Rl and R2 apply 
to weakly coupled systems as well. From this and assumption (a), 
u E n,,, Hm(R3)” follows. By differentiating Mu + F(u) = 0 with respect to 
x, y, z respectively we get (1) Mu, + DF(u) u, = 0, likewise with y, z. Since 
u #O, (u,), # 0 for at least one j, and since (u~),E H2(R3), we have (2) 
PL({il("j)x(i)>o~)>o~ P({t;l("jL(O<o))>o- 
(B) Next put 52 = { 1,2, . . . . n} x R3 and let p’ be the a-finite measure 
on Q which on Pi= {(j, x)/x E R3} reduces to the ordinary Lebesgue 
measure p. An element VE @(R3)” may be identified with a function 
v* E L’(Q, p’): u*(j, x) = u,(x), Vj = 1, . . . . n, x E R3. Likewise, A = M + 
DF(u) may be identified with a selfadjoint operator on L2(0, p’) in an 
obvious way. By assumption (b), Lemma 6, and Definitions 1 and 2 we 
thus have (3) H = -A is positivity improving on each set Pi, j= 1, . . . . n. By 
our assumption and clause ( 1) we have (4) E = sup o(A) is an eigenvalue. 
By combining (1) and (4) with Lemma 5 (with H = -A) we infer (5) if 
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cp # 0 is a real eigenfunction of A to E then cp > 0 a.e. on Pj, cp = 0 a.e. on 
Pi, or cp<O a.e. on Pi, j= l,..., n. But (5), combined with (1) and (2), 
implies E > 0, proving the lemma. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3. We now proceed in the same way as in Section 2. 
For some fixed AE p(A), A> 0, we provide H2(R3)n with a new scalar 
product [v, v12 = ((1-A) v, (1-A) w)b, giving rise to the norm 
[VI2 = cv, WI:‘* on H2(R3)n which is equivalent to the old norm 
(Cv, v)!?)“2= {z(uj, u,)*}“2 on HZ(R3)n. Now consider the restriction A’ 
of A to H2(R3)“, i.e., Dom(A’)= {v/veH2(R3)” and AvEH~(R~)~} and 
A= A’ on Dom(A’). We then find that (1) Dom(A’) =H4(R3)‘, (2) A’ 
is selfadjoint with respect to the scalar product [ , I2 on H2(R3)“, 
(3) a(A) = a(A’). Based on (l), (2), and (3) we now obtain a counterpart 
to Lemma 4 for the evolution equation v = (M + DF(u)) v + G(v) (where 
F(u+v)= F(u) +DF(u) + G(v)); the proof of this counterpart is again 
postponed to Section IV. Theorem 3 then follows from this counterpart in 
the same way that Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 4. 1 
For VEH*(R~)~ put Ilvll; = {Z(v,, v,)~}~‘~. As a corollary to the results 
to be proved in Section IV we get 
THEOREM 4. For every E > 0 there is a 6, > 0 such that, given 
0<6<6,, there is a solution cp(t) E H2(R3)“, t 2 0, of the evolution 
equation C = (M + DF(u)) v + G(v) with the properties (1) 0 < l/&0)1(; ,< 6; 
(2) licp(t)(l;dKe~“‘for some K, GI>O; (3) licp(t)ll;d~, Vt>O. 1 
Thus equilibrium solutions are never completely unstable. But in con- 
trast to Theorem 3, Theorem 4 does not depend on assumption (P) in 
Theorem 3 and thus expresses a more general fact. 
4. Remarks and Additions 
(1) If g(x) = mx + p(x) (p(x) = ax* + . . . ) then it follows from [S, 
p. 117, Example 63 and UE H2(R3) that ~~~~~~ + g’(u)) = (- co, m]. If 
m d 0 then E = sup a(d + g’(u)) > 0 is a simple eigenvalue and instability 
could also be proved along the lines of [ 3, Theorem IV.1 1. If m > 0 then we 
are forced to use Lemma 4, based on Henry’s method [6, Theorem 5.131. 
The situation is even more pronounced in the case of systems where it 
seems difficult to locate the exact place of e,,,(M + DF(u)) in terms of the 
linear part DF(0). 
(2) Physical systems such as the two component Landau-Lifschitz 
equation (see, e.g., Ref. [lo] for details) make it desirable to extend our 
treatment to weakly coupled systems Mu + Su + F(u) = 0, with F still a 
gradient, but with S a diagonal operator involving shift terms 
au, + bu, + cu,. Another generalization would be to address solutions u not 
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necessarily having property (P) of Theorem 3. In the case of n = 2, a 
variant of Theorem 3 is obtained by looking at the unitary transformation 
T(u, v) = (-u, v) of H2(R3)2. The relevant result which is easily deduced 
from Theorem 3 is 
THEOREM *. Let w0 = (u, v) E H2(R3)2 solve Mw + F(w) = 0 where 
F,= aV/&,, j= 1,2, and V is a polynomial; assume (i?‘V/az, &,)(w,) < 0 
a.e. Then w0 is unstable. 1 
The restriction to polynomial nonlinearities is relaxed considerably in 
Appendix II and was made primarily for the sake of technical simplicity. 
(3) In order to ensure that Theorem 3 has a nonempty range of 
application consider V(x, y) = ax2 + 2bxy + cy2 + Ax4 + Bx3y + Cx2y2 + 
Dxy3 + Ey4, where (1) a<O, c<O, b>O, A>O; (2) 3Bx2+4Cxy+ 
3Dy2 2 0, Vx, y. Then a2 VJax ay = 2b + 3Bx2 + 4Cxy + 3Dy2 > 0, Vx, y. 
Now consider the system (*) Mu + F(u) = 0, where F, = aV/ax, F2 = aV//lay. 
By Theorem 5.1 in [8] it follows that (*) has a weak solution 
u = (v, w) E H’(R3)2. From the imbeddings H’(R3) 4 Lp(R3), 2 <p < 6, it 
follows that F,(u), F*(u) E L2(R3). The regularity rules Rl and R2 then 
imply that u E H2(R3)2. Since (a’V/ax ay)(u) 2 0, u is an unstable solution 
of (*). The linear part DF(0) is negative definite or indefinite according to 
whether ac - b* 2 0; evidently both cases are possible. On the other hand 
we have been unable to find a system Mu+ F(u) =0 which admits an 
unstable solution u E H2(R3)2, u # 0. 
IV. NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS WITHOUT SEMIGROUP OPERATORS 
1. Solving Evolution Equations in the Bad Time Direction 
(A) Let A generate a semigroup eA’, t > 0, in a Banach space X and 
G: X-+ X is a smooth nonlinearity. In [6, Theorem 5.131 it is shown that 
the evolution equation i = Ay + G(y) has “small” solutions into the bad, 
i.e., negative, time direction provided that the spectrum a(A) and the non- 
linearity G(y) satisfy some conditions. This method seems of sufficient 
interest to justify a section of its own. It also bears some relationship with 
work of Kirchgassner et al. (see 111, 121 for a review): 
(B) Let H be a Hilbert space with scalar product ( , ) and norm 11 1, 
and let A be a selfadjoint operator with (left continuous) spectral decom- 
position E(A), 1 E R. We are also given a mapping G: H-P H with the 
properties 
(gl ) G has continuous derivatives d,G up to order p = 3 (d,G = G); 
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(82) for each p < 3 there exists a monotone mapping bP: R + + R + 
(R, = {A 20)) such that Il4JW “1 -.upll ~~,(Il~ll) lblll ... lbpll, 
Vu, v, , . . . . v, E H; 
(g3) G(0) = 0, d,G(O) = 0. 
Next for 01<0 let B*, be the Banach space of continuous functions 
y(t)~H, t>O, such that [~]=sup~>~e-“‘lly(t)ll <co, where [y] is the 
norm of y; we put S?+(r) = {y/y E B”, and [y] 6 r}. We introduce the 
operators A,=S:,AdE(A), A,=J,“AdE(A), eA1r=S~me”‘dE(I) (t>O), 
eA2* = j; eAr A!?(A) (t < 0) and the projections E, = E(a), Ez = I- E(a). 
For a > 0, B: is the space of continuous functions y(t) E H, t < 0, such 
that [y] = sup,,, ePar /I y(t)11 < cc with [y] as the norm of y; we put 
S”(r) = (y/y E B? and [y] < r} and now we define the operators 
A, =jc LdE(A), A,=j:, LdE(I), eAlr=j,” e”‘dE(1) (t<O), eAzf= 
f? m eAt dE(,I) (t 2 0) and the projections E, = I- E(a), Ez = E(a). 
The main result of this paragraph is 
THEOREM 5. (I) For every a < 0 there is an .zO with the following 
property. Given 0 < E < e0 and 5 E Rg(E,) n Dom(A r) such that Il<ll < .e/2 
there is a unique y E S;(E) which solves the integral equation 
y(t) = eA1’( + 1: e A1(‘--s)E, G( y(s)) ds - Irn eA2(‘PS)E2G( y(s)) ds (t20) 
(*I 
and satisfies E, y(0) = 5. The function y(t), t 20, solves the evolution 
equation j = Ay + G(y) in the following sense: (1) y is continuously differen- 
tiable on [0, oo), (2) y(t)~Dom(A) for t 20 and Ay(t) is continuous on 
[0, co), (3)j=Ay+G(y)for t>O. 
(II) Likewise with a > 0 and the corresponding BY, SY , A 1, A,, E,, 
E, but with the integral equation 
y(t)=e”l’<-J:e A+~)E,G(Y(s)) ds+ il, eA2”+S)EzG(y(s)) ds, t<O 
(**) 
and the equation j = Ay + G(y), t < 0. 1 
Remarks. (1) Lemma 4 and Theorems 2 and 4 now follow at once by 
observing that the operators A + g’(u), M + DF(u) in Sections III.2 and 
III.3 are selfadjoint in H2(R3)n, [ I2 and that the polynomials G,(v), G2(u) 
given by g(u + v) = g(u) + g’(u) v + G,(o), F(u + v) = F(u) + DF(u) v + 
G,(v) have the required smoothness properties. 
(2) Theorem 5 is a variant of Theorem 5.13 in [6] which differs from 
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ours in that (a) -A is sectorial and acts on an arbitrary Banach space, (b) 
less smoothness is imposed on G, (c) the set o(A) n { Re(l) > 0} is required 
to be spectral. As to (a), the selfadjointness in Theorem 5 cannot easily be 
dispensed with since it is a kind of substitute for requirement (c). Our 
smoothness condition on G could be relaxed but are sufficient for the 
present context. We present the proof of Theorem 5 in some detail 
although it is along the lines of [6]. It suffices to prove (I); the proof of 
(II) is the same up to time revearsal. 
(C) To start with we note that (1) ((eA1’(( <e3’, t 20, and (2) I(eAzr(( <e”‘, 
t ~0. From (gl) - (g3) we get the representation G(u) =jh (1 - t) d,G 
(tu) u* dt which implies the inequality (3) IIG(u)ll < 4*( [lull ) Ilull 2, with #2 as 
in (82). Next consider the mappings F,, F2 of B*, into itself given by 
F,(Y)(~) = 1; eAlcrp “)I?, G( y(s)) dx, 
F~(JJ)(~) = Jtm e ““‘-S)E2G(y(s)) ds, t 2 0. 
LEMMA 8. rfy~B; then F,(~)EB”, and [Fi(y)]<laJp1~2([y])[y]2, 
i= 1,2. 
Proof Let y E B”, . Then 11 y(t)/1 < [y] eat and thus b2( II At)ll 1 G 4*( I31 1 
by monotonicity of 4*. We then have 
d f d lie Alc’-s)ll IIG(yb))ll ds Q ( e”“~“‘Ily(~Nl* h(Il~(s)ll) ds 
I 
6 e I ‘(r-s)e2asdsCy12~2(C~1)6 W1 e”Cy1242(Cy1). 0 
From this we get the inequality of the lemma for i = 1. Similarly, we find 
llf’d~K~)ll Glm ea(r-s)lly(~)l12 h~lly~~N0 ds 
I 
< s 
m eor(t-s)e2rrs d [ y]* qb2( [ y]) 
I 
d W1 e2’Ty12 f$2(CYl). 
From this we infer the inequality of the lemma for i= 2. 1 
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Again by Taylor expansion we get from (gl )--(g3) the expression 
G(u+h)-G(u)=l’(l-t)d*G(ru)h(2v+h)dt 
0 
which implies in turn the inequality (4) 
IIG(u+h)-G(u)ll < ll~ll~~~(ll~ll~~ll~ll+ Il~+~ll)+4,(lI4l + Ilhll) ll~+~l12). 
From clause (4) we then get 
LEMMA 9. If y,, y, E B*, then 
CFi(Y2)-Fi(yI)l 
G I4 -’ t-Y2- Y,1(~2(cYII(cY,l+ CY*l) 
+M2cY,l+ cY*1)cY*1*x i=l,2. 1 
Now let C=max(24,(1),&(3)) and set ~‘=min(Itxl(8C))~, 1). 
LEMMA 10. Let F be the mapping of B: into itself given by 
F(y)(t)=eA” 5 + F,(Y)(~) -F,(Y)(~), t 3 0. (*I 
Assume 0 < E d E’ and 115 1) Q $. We then haue that (1) F maps F+(E) into 
Wf, (2) if yl,y2~S:(~) Ihen [IF(Y,)-F(Y,)I~~CY,-Y,I, (3) the 
equation F(y) = y has a solution y5 E S;(E) which is unique in p+ (8). 
Proof: Assume y, y , , y, E S;(E), with E, E’, C, 5 as above. By Lemma 8, 
[FJy)] < [y]’ Ja( -’ C d EE’ Ial -’ C d 88l.5. Thus [F(y)] Q [eA”S] + 
[F,(y)] + [F2( y)] < E, whence (1) follows. From Lemma 9 on the other 
hand we infer 
CFjtYl) - FAydl< la1 -’ Cdl + E)Cyl - y21 
< Ial-’ Cd.2[yl - y21 64-‘Cy, - y21, 
whence clause (2); i.e., CF(yl)-F(y2)l d CFI(~,)-FI(~2)l + CF2(yl)- 
F2(y2)] < +[y, - yJ follows. Clause (3) follows from (1) and (2) and the 
contraction mapping principle. 1 
It remains to show that the solution y in Lemma 10, (3) has the 
necessary differentiability properties. According to well known theorems 
(see, e.g. Ref. [ 13, Theorem 1.27, p. 4911 which will be our basic reference) 
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this is achieved if we can prove the lemma below which is the only part 
which requires some care. 
LEMMA 11. Let y be the solution of F(y) = y given by Lemma 10, (3). 
There exists a constant K>O such that IIy(t + h)- y(t)11 <K IhJ for all 
t>O,providedO<t+handOdIhl<l. 
Proof: (Sl ) Assume first 0 < h < 1. Since y E B*, also, the functions 
f(t)= y(t+h) and (dhy)(t)=h-‘(y(t+h)- y(t)) belong to B*,, whereby 
[f] 6 [y]. Note that eal’, t > 0, is a semigroup in Rg(E, ) with generator 
A, while e-A2r, t 3 0, is a semigroup in Rg(E,) with generator -A,. We 
now rewrite the equation F(y) = y as follows: 
y(t)=eA”5+ jie A”E,G(y(t-z))dz 
s 
m 
- e-A2’E,G(y(t + r)) dr 
0 
=Z(t)+ZZ(t)-III(t). (4 
From inequality (4) prior to Lemma 9 we infer 
IIGMt+ h))- GMt))ll G IIy(t+h)- At)ll ~~~~II~~~~ll~~II~~f~ll + IIY(t+h)l  
+~~GYy(~)ll + IIY(t+h)ll) IIyU+h)ll*). (b) 
From Eq. (a) we get 
ll(dhY)(t)ll f II(~ + Il(~/m(tNl + II(~m (c) 
All amounts to estimate the three terms on the right-hand side of (c). 
(S2) Since 5 E Dom(A,), II(d,Z)(t)ll d IleA”ll Ilh-’ IkeA1”A,< ds/l < 
II A I 5 /I eat, as is easily seen by semigroup theory. 
(S3) Next note that (d,ZZ)(t) may be written in the form 
+h-1 
I 
’ A.S e * E,(G(y(t+h-s))-G(y(t-s)))ds 
0 
= Ill(t) + ZZ*(t). (d) 
Since Ily(t+h-s)ll G Cyl< 1 and IIGMt+h-s)ll <40(IIy(t+h-s)ll) 
(with do as in (g2)) we find IIZZl(t)ll d e”l’io(l). In order to estimate IlZZ2(t)ll 
we use (b) with t-s in place of t and obtain 
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+c7Wll~(~-~)II + Il~(t+h-s)ll) II~(t+h-s)ll~)ds. (e) 
Combining (e) with the remarks in (Sl) yields 
IlZZ2(t)ll d [dhy] e2a* I ‘eials CYI(~~~(CVI)+~~(~CYI)CYI) ds. (f) 0 
Using [y] < 1, [y] < E’ and the definitions of C, E’ we infer from (f) that 
IlZZ2(t)ll <4-‘e”‘CL$Jl. (id 
(S4) In order to estimate II(dhZZZ)(t)ll we again use (b) with t + s in place 
of t so as to obtain 
By proceeding as in step (S3) we find 
Il(dJZZ)(t)ll 64p’[~hyl e’“‘. (9 
(S.5) By combining (g) and (i) with the inequality found for II(d,Z)(t)ll 
and 11~~1(~)11 we obtain IIVhy)(f)ll <em’(IIAItll +~O(l)+f[d,,yl), whence 
[dhvl <K. with K. = 2( Ml <II + bo( 1)) follows, provided 0 <h < 1. We 
thus have proved 
llv(f + h) - .dt)ll 6 hKoea’ for t>O, 06h<l. (*I 
If -l<h<O and t+h>O then (*) implies 
lly(t + h) - y(t)11 < Ihl erreahKo < IhI da’Ko. (**) 
The lemma now follows with K = el*IK,. 1 
Proof of Theorem 5. The proof now follows along conventional ines of 
semigroup theory; we omit details and content ourselves with some 
indications. Let y E S;(E) be the solution of the integral equation provided 
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by the theorem. Since y(t), t b 0, is Lipschitz by Lemma 11, 
h(t) = E,G(v( t)), t > 0, j = 1, 2, are Lipschitz too, i.e., Ilfi(r + h) -fi(t)/ < 
K lhl for some K, provided t 20, t + h 20, Ihl < 1. Next put u(t) = eA1’5, 
u(t) = jb e al(r-slf,(s)ds, w(t)=S,“e-A2(“--t~~(S)ds, ta0; thusy=u+u-w. 
We now apply semigroup theory to each of the terms U, u, w. 
(A) Since A, is the generator of eA”, t > 0, in Rg(E,) and since 
5 E Rg(E,) n Dom(A ,), u(t) is continuously differentiable on [0, co) and 
ti=A,ZL 
(B) As to u(t) we are in the same situation as that in Theorem 1.27 and 
Lemma 1.28 in [ 13, pp. 49&491]. According to these we have (a) 
u(t) E Dom(A r) for all t 3 0, (b) A, u(t) is continuous for t 2 0, (c) the right- 
derivative (D, u)(t) exists and satisfies (D, u)(t) = A,u(t) +f,(t) for t > 0. 
It follows that the (right- and left-) derivative (&)(t) exists for t > 0 and 
satisfies the equation in (c). An inspection of the proofs of Theorem 1.27 
and Lemma 1.28 shows that A,u(t) is also continuous at t = 0, that 
(D+u)(O) exists, and that (D+u)(O)=f,(O). To summarize we have (I) 
u(t) E Dom(A i) for t 2 0, the derivative (Do)(t) exists and is continuous for 
t > 0, and the equation (h)(t) = A,o(t) +fi(t) holds for t > 0. 
(C) Now to address w(t). By minor but obvious modifications of the 
inequalities in the proofs of Theorem 1.27 and Lemma 1.28 one gets (i) 
we Dom(A,) for all t > 0, (ii) AZw(l) is continuous for t 20, (iii) the 
left-derivative (D _ w)(t) exists for t > 0 and satisfies (D- w)(t) = 
A, w(t) -f2(f). From this it follows that (Dw)(t) exists for t > 0 and satisfies 
the equation in (iii). Inspection of the point t = 0 shows that (D, w)(O) 
exists and A, w(0) -f*(O) = (D + w)(O). Thus we have (II) w(t) E Dom(A,) 
for t 2 0, the derivative (Dw)(t) exists and is continuous for t 20, and 
(Dw)(t)=A,w(t)-f,(t) holds for t30. 
(D) By combining (A), (B), and (C) we find that y satisfies (1) and (2) of 
the theorem and j=A,u+A,u+f,-A,w+f,. Now A,=0 on Rg(E,), 
A,=0 on Rg(E,), and u,ucRg(E,), wERg(&). Thus j=(A,+A,)u+ 
(A,+A,)u-(A,+A,)w+(f,+f,). Since A=A,+A, and G(y(t))= 
f,(t) +fi(t) the theorem follows. 1 
Remark. Theorem 5 implies a rather curious characterization of 
Ljapounov instability for autonomous systems under the “generic” 
assumption that sup o(A) # 0: if sup o(A) < co then y, = 0 is Ljapounov 
instable into the future iff there are arbitrarily small solutions y(t), t < 0, 
into the past such that y(O) # 0 and lim y(t) = 0 (t + - co). This form of 
instability characterization applies to a large class of nonlinear 
autonomous parabolic systems S: an equilibrium solution u of S is 
Ljiapounov unstable into the future iff there are solutions u(t), t < 0, 
u(O)#u(O) into the past, arbitrarily close to U, such that lim u(t) = U, 
t+ -co. 
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2. Evolution Equation Versus Integral Equation 
Among others, Theorem 5 converts small solutions of the integral 
equation (*) into solutions of the evolution equation j = Ay + G(y). We 
were not able to do the converse without the following condition on (A): 
(C,)W)E(--3 -~l~{QJC~,4 for some m > 0. 
Prior to evaluating (C,) we digress slightly to Theorem 5. 
DEFINITION 3. (a) A continuous function y(t) E H, t 2 0, solves the 
evolution equation y = Ay + G(y), t > 0, if clauses (1) (2) and (3) in (I) of 
Theorem 5 are satisfied. (b) Likewise with t < 0. 1 
Let B, be the Banach space of continuous functions y(t) E H, t > 0, such 
that [y] = sup(1 + t)lly(t)ll < co, where [y] is the norm of y; put S+(r) = 
yyy+ and [y] d r}. With E(1), A E R, as the spectral decomposition 
we put E,=E(-m), E,=Z-E(m), E,=E(+O)-E(O), 
A,=S~“,~dE(~),A,=S~~dE(~),e”“=I_”,e”’dE(1),eA2’=S,“e”‘dE(I.). 
Likewise BP is the Banach space of continuous functions y(t) E H, t < 0, 
such that [y] =sup(l+ Itl)lly(t)ll <co, with [y] as the norm on B_; we 
put S(r) = {y/y E B- and [y] < r}. With respect o these notions we have 
the following variant of Theorem 5: 
THEOREM 6. Let A satisfy (C,). There are E* > 0 and K> 1 with the 
properties below. 
(I) Given O<e<e* and<EDom(A,)nRg(E,)such that II<11 <&K-l 
there is a unique function y in S+(E) which solves the integral equation 
y(t)=e”l’S+J’ore A~“--\)E, G( y(s)) ds - j-= E,G( y(s)) ds 
I 
- lrn e(PA2)(s--r)E2G( y(s)) ds, 
* 
(*I 
t > 0. This solution y is also a solution of the equation j = Ay + G(y), t 2 0. 
(II) This also holds with t GO, but with B_, S_(E), <EDom(A,)n 
Rg(E,), and the integral equation 
y(t) = e A*‘< - J,’ eA2(r-S)E2G( y s)) ds 
+ 1’ E,,G(y(s)) ds + Jr e(PA1)(s--I)E1 G(y(s)) ds, t<O (**) 
-02 -cc 
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Hint of Proof Note that there is a r> 0 with the property 
r f e +(‘-s)(l +s)-2dsdr(l+ t)-‘, t > 0. 
JO 
The proof of the theorem follows the same paths as the proof of Theorem 5 
except that inequality (a) is used in order to estimate expressions such 
as IIjk eAICfPS)EI (Q(s)) 4, Ilj? e PA2’“-‘)E2G(y(s)) dsll. Apart from this 
technical point all arguments remain the same. 1 
THEOREM 7. Let A satisfy (C,). 
(I) Let ygB+ be a solution ofd=Ay+G(y), t>O; then y is a 
solution of the integral equation (*) in Theorem 6 (I), with 5 = E, y(0). 
(II) Ify E B ~ is a solution of+ = Ay + G(y), t < 0, then y is a solution 
of the integral equation (**) in Theorem 7, (II), with 5 = E,y(O). 
Proof: We prove (I); the proof of (II) is similar. Thus let y E B, satisfy 
p = Ay + G(y), t > 0. By multiplication with the operators E,, E,, E2 the 
equation splits into three equations: 
j, =A,y, +E,G(y), t>O, (4 
Ijo=EoG(.~h t>O, (b) 
j2=A,y,+E,G(y), t>O. (cl 
Here, Aj = AE,, j= 1,2, are as before and yj= E,y, j= 0, 1, 2. Since A, 
generates the semigroup eAl’, t > 0, in RG( E, ) we infer from (a), 
Definition 3, and semigroup theory that 
y,(t) = e”‘< + 1’ eA(‘-S)E1 G(y(s)) ds, t 2 0, 
0 
with 5 = E, y(O) = y,(O). (d) 
By combining inequality (3) in Section l.B with y E B, we get 
IIGMt)Nl <Ml +t)-*, t > 0, for suitable K > 0. 
By integrating (b) from t to cc we obtain 
(e) 
Ye(t)= - s cc EoGMs)) 4 I (0 
with an absolutely integrable right-hand side. In order to handle (c) we 
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introduce for m < 1 the operators .@A) = E(A) - E(m), A(A) = &(I) = 
A,,!?(I) and the functions yj. = ,!?(A) y = ,!?(A.) y,. Note that A(A) is a boun- 
ded symmetric operator. By multiplying both sides of (c) with E(A) we 
obtain 
Bn=44y,+%W(y), t>O. (g) 
We introduce the function z~.=c~(~)~ y, which satisfies the equation 
2;. = e -‘(‘I ‘E(A) G(y), t > 0. Integrating the latter from t to T> t gives 
Zi( T) - Z;.(t) = 1: e pA(i.)s&IZ) G(y(s)) ds. Since a( -A(i))s (-co, m] we 
have ilzj,(T)II < IlepAci.) ’ II IIYj.(T)II 6 IIY~(T)ll d II.dT)II whence lim,,, 
zl( T) = 0 follows. We thus have 
zj,(t) = -y e- “(“)%(l) G(y(s)) ds 
, 
(h) 
with an absolutely integrable right-hand side. By multiplying (h) with eaCAJr 
we obtain 
y;(t) = - m epA(“)(S--I)E(A) G(y(s)) ds. 
I I 
(i) 
Now e ~ ‘v) ‘E(A) f = e -“z’,!?(A) f for t > 0 and all f~ H. Moreover, it is 
easy to show that 
I 
03 cc 
e ~ AZ(s- ‘)EZ G( y(s)) ds = lim s e-A2(“pr)E(IZ) G(y(s)) ds I i-cc 1 
holds, with all integrals existing in the absolute sense by virtue of (e). 
Passage to the limit in (i) then yields 
y2 = - m eCA2(“-‘)E2G(y(s)) ds. I , 
0) 
Since y = y, + y, + y, the theorem follows from (d), (f), and (j). 1 
More is true if A satisfies the stronger condition 
(C,*)o(A)c(-co, -m]u[m,co) for some m > 0. 
Let B*, be the Banach space of continuous functions y(t) E H, t > 0, such 
that Cyl = suplao II y(t)11 -C co, with [y] as the norm of y; put S:(Y) = 
{Y/Y-~ and [y] Q r}. The same holds with B? , S*_(r) in the case of 
t<O. The operators A,, A,, eAlf, eCA2’, t 20, and E,, E, are as before. We 
then have 
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THEOREM 8. Let A satisfy (C,*). There is an E’ > 0 with the properties 
below. 
(I) If O<E<E’, <EDom(A,)nRg(E,), and 11511 <$E then the 
equation 
y(t) = eA”4 + i,’ e A1(‘ps)El G( y(s)) ds - j,m e -A2’“-‘)EZG( y(s)) ds, t > 0, 
has a unique solution y in S*,(E) which also solves j = Ay + G(y), t 2 0. 
(II) The same holds with t 6 0, SZ (E), 5 E Dom(A,) A Rg(E,), and the 
equation 
y(t)=eAJ’:--[,’ eA2(‘-S)E2G( y(s)) ds + [I m e A’(‘-s)E1 G( y(s)) ds, t < 0. 1 
THEOREM 9. Let A satisfy (CT). 
(I) If y E B*, solves I; = Ay + G(y), t >O, then y solves the integral 
equation in (I) of Theorem 8. 
(II) If y E BY! solves j = Ay + G(y), t 6 0, then y solves the integral 
equation in (II) of Theorem 8. 1 
The proofs of Theorems 8 and 9 proceed along the lines of the proofs of 
Theorems 6 and 7 and are omitted. Theorems 7 and 9 now permit us to 
translate properties of the integral equation into properties of the evolution 
equation. 
THEOREM 10. There is an E^ >0 and a K > 1 with the properties below. 
(I) Let A satisfy (C,). (1) Zf O<v<E^, IlQl <K-I&, and 
5~Rg(Er)nDom(A,) then j= Ay+ G(y), t >O, has a unique solution y 
in S+(E) which satisfies E, y(0) = 5; zy t~Rg(E~)n Dom(A,) then 
j=Ay+G(y), td0, h as a unique solution y in S_(E) which satisfies 
E,y(O)= 5. (2) Zfy~s+(E^) (YES(E)) is a solution ofj= Ay+ G(y), t>O 
(t < 0), then y E B;” (y E B;“). (3) There is no nonvanishing solution of 
j=Ay+G(y), tE(--GO, +a~), which belongs to S+(El)nK(E^). 
(II) Let A satisfy (C,*). Then statements imilar to (1) (2), and (3) 
hold, with K= 2 and S*, , St in place of S, , Sp . a 
Proof: We prove (I); the proof of (II) is similar. Let r> 1 satisfy 
e Pm’ < r( 1 + t) ~ ‘, t 2 0. We assume 21r< E*, KE < E*, and 28 < E,, with the 
proviso to make E^ eventually smaller if necessary; here K, E* are as in 
Theorem 6, so as in Theorem 5. 
(A) Clause (1) follows immediately from Theorems 6 and 7 and our 
choice of E^. 
505.'70./2-5 
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(B) In order to prove (2) for t>O let YES+ solve j= Ay + G(y), 
t B 0, and put < = E, y(0). Since KE < E *, K >/ 1, we have by Theorem 7 that 
y solves the “forward” integral equation in Theorem 6 (I) (referred to as 
IG, below), belongs to S+(E*), and satisfies IJE, y(O)11 <K-l&*. On the 
other hand, since E^ <4~~ and 1/[11 6 E^ there is, by Theorem 5, a solution 
j of IG, in ST~(~E^) such that E, j(0) = 5. Thus II~(t)ll < 2&-“‘< 
2E^~(l+t)~1~~*(l+t)~1,t~O.Hencebothy,j;areinS+(~*),solveIG+, 
and satisfy E, y(0) = E, j(0) = 5, where 11511 d K-l&*. By the uniqueness 
part in Theorem 6 (I) we have y(t) = J(t), t > 0, whence (2) follows for 
t > 0. The case of t < 0 is handled in the same way. 
(C)In order to prove (3), put F+(y)(t)=!,” e~A2’“~‘)EZG(y(S))ds, t>O, 
and F-(y)(t)=JL, e- ‘I(’ “El G(y(s)) ds, t < 0. By proceeding as in the 
proof of Theorem 5 we find a constant C > 1 such that 
(a) if yES+(s*) solves IG, then [F+(y)] <C[y12, 
(b) if y E S -(E*) solves the “backward” integral equation IG- in 
Theorem 6 (II), then [F- (y)] 6 C[ y]*. 
From now on we assume that E^ also satisfies the inequality 
(c) i+(CK’)-‘. 
Thus let y = S, (E^) n S- (E^) be a nonvanishing solution of j = Ay + G(y), 
~E(-uJ, +co). Put y+(t)=y(t) (taO), y-(t)=y(t) (t<O), and 
5 = E, y + (0), q = E, yp (0). By Theorem 6 and since KE < E* we have 
(d) y, ES+(E*) solves IG, and K llEly+(0)ll = K 11511 GE*, 
(e) y_ ES-(&*) solves IG- and K (IE2y-(O)I/ = K llqll e-c*. 
From (d) and (e), the structure of the equations IG, and IG- , and the 
fact that y(0) = y+(O) = y_(O) we obtain 
(f) 5=F-(y-W), 
(8) ? = -F+(Y+)(O). 
On the other hand, by taking E = K llt]l in the case of y, and E = K l/q11 in 
the case of y- we infer from (d), (e), and Theorem 6 the following 
improvements of (d) and (e): 
(h) Y, l S+(KIltll), 
(i) Y- E S-(K 11~11). 
Since 11511 < E^ we get from (c) the inequality (CK2)~~~~~2 < fl]~l] which, 
combined with (a), (g), and (h) yields 
ci) llvll G f 11511. 
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By interchanging the roles of 5, q, and a symmetrical argument we obtain 
on the other hand 
tk) 11511 6t Ilrlll. 
But (j) and (k) together imply y=O, contradicting the assumption 
YZO. I 
Remarks. (A) Simple counterexamples from ordinary differential 
equations show that the stronger claim of (II) does not hold in general if 
Oea(A). 
(B) An example subject to Theorem 10, (I) arises in the case of a 
strong solution u E H2(R3) of Au + g(u) = 0, where g(x) = -mx +0(x2) and 
m > 0. The selfadjoint operator A = A + g’(u) has ( - co, -m] as an essen- 
tial spectrum, 0 as an isolated eigenvalue, and at least one eigenvalue 1> 0. 
Thus (I) applies to the evolution equation d = Au + G(u), where g(u + u) = 
g(u) + g’(u) u + G(u). 
(C) Examples subject to (II) are obtained by considering the 
evolution equation i = Ay + g(y) in the vicinity of an equilibrium solution 
Au + g(u) = 0, but now on a finite domain Sz with boundary values say 
u = 0 on 852. By using, e.g., bifurcation methods, it is easy to construct 
examples where o(A) contains (necessarily) finitely many eigenvalues 1” > 0 
(A = A + g’(u)). Since generically 0 # a(A) we are in the same situation as 
that of Theorem 10, (II). The situation is the same with respect to 
parabolic systems with a gradient nonlinearity and extends presumably to 
nongradient nonlinearities. 
3. Elliptic Equations in a Half Space 
Here we consider the following problem: 
find solutions u E H2(R+ x R*) (R, = {x > 0}) which solve the 
equation Au + g(u) = 0 in halfspace R + x R2. (*I 
Our aim is to construct small solutions of (*) by converting (*) into an 
evolution equation. The idea is borrowed from [ 111 where it is used to 
solve elliptic equations in a strip (in a more sophisticated context). The 
results below are either immediate corollaries of Theorem 10 or based on 
routine proofs which must be omitted for lack of space. For simplicity we 
take g(u) to be a polynomial which in order to make the method work 
must satisfy 
g(u) = -m2u + p(u), with m >O and p(u) = au* + higher orders. 
(A) 
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Next put A, = a2/8y2 + a2/az2and replace x by t. Equation (*) can then 
be formally rewritten as 
u,, = (-A,) u + m2u + p(u), ta0, y,z~R (**) 
In order to interpret (**) as an evolution equation let A, be the selfad- 
joint operator induced by the Laplacian (-A,) in @(R2) ( = L2(R2)). 
Then A = A0 +m2 is positive with spectrum a(A) = [m2, co) and has a 
positive square root S, i.e. S2 = A, with o(S) = [m, 00). We have 
Dam(A) = H2(R2) and Dam(S) = H’(R2). Let A, be the restriction of A to 
Hp(R2), i.e., Dom(A,) = Hpf2(R2) and A, = A on Dom(A,). For p >, 1 A, 
is no longer selfadjoint with respect to the usual scalar product in Hp(R2). 
The situation is restored by providing Hp(R2) with the new scalar product 
(u, dp= (SPu, SPu),, U, UE Hp(R2), with ( , )0 as the scalar product in 
L2(R2). Then ( , )p gives rise to the new norm [u], = (u, u);” which is 
equivalent to the familiar Sobolev norm llullp on Hp(R2); moreover, A,, is 
selfadjoint in Hp(R2) with respect o ( , )P. The same is true for the restric- 
tion S, to Hp(R2) given by Dom(S,) = Hp+‘(R2) and S, = S on Dom(S,). 
We write A for A, and S for S, and tacitly assume that the spaces Hp(R2) 
are provided with scalar product ( , )p and norm [ 1,. We now formulate 
(**) in a more precise way as an evolution equation: 
u(t) E H2( R2), t > 0, (***) 
solves u,, = Au + p(u) if (1) u(t) E H3(R2), t 3 0; (2) Sk(t), t > 0, is con- 
tinuous in H2( R’); (3) u(t), t > 0, is continuously differentiable in H2(R2); 
(4) U, is continuously differentiable in H’(R2), t 20; (5) u,, = Au + p(u), 
t 2 0. 
In order to apply Theorem 10 we proceed as in [ 111. Let H be the 
Hilbert space H2(R2) x H2(R2) provided with scalar product (( (a1 , u,), 
(u,, 02)> = <u,, u,),+ (u,, u2h and norm I(u, VII= {[ulS+ C~li)“~. Let 
T be the operator on H with Dom( T) = H3(R2) x H3(R2), defined by 
T(u, u) = (Su, Su). Since S- ’ maps H2(R2) boundedly onto H3(R2) we can 
introduce the nonlinearity G((u, u)) = (0, S’p(u)). We then have: 
LEMMA 12. (A) The nonlinearity G satisfies conditions (glt(g3) in (B) 
of Section 1, (B) T is seljdjoint, (C) o(T) = (- 00, -m] u [m, 00). I 
Clause (A) follows since H2(R2) is a Banach algebra, p(u) is a polynomial, 
and S-l is bounded, while (B) and (C) easily follow by looking at the 
resolvent set of T. We thus have the following evolution problem: 
(E) Find continuous y(t) E H, t z 0, such that (a) y, exists and is con- 
tinuous on t 3 0, (b) y E Dom( T) for all t 3 0 and Ty(t) is continuous for 
t 2 0, (c) 3 = Ty + G(y), t > 0. The same is true with t < 0. 
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Prior to applying Theorem 10 to (E) we go into the relationship between 
(***) and (E). 
LEMMA 13. (A) Let u(t) E H2(R2), t 2 0, be a solution of(***). Then y = 
(u, S-‘u,) is a solution of (E). 
(B) rfy=(u, u)EZZ, ta0, is a solution of(E) then u(t), t>O, is a 
solution of(***). 1 
The proof which is a straightforward consequence of the definitions of 
(***) and (E) is omitted. Now let E(1), A E R, be the spectral resolution of 
Tand put E,=E(-m), E,=Z-E(m). 
LEMMA 14. There is E, > 0 with the following properties. Zf 
O<E<E~, [ERg(E,), J~“,n~d(E(A)&[)<co, and I<[<$ then there is a 
unique solution y(t) E H, t > 0, of (E) such that (1) sup,>0 Iv(t)1 GE, 
(2) E, ~(0) = 5. Th is solution has the additional properties (3) 1 y( t)l < Ee-““, 
t>O, and (4) Ij(t)l <rep”‘, t>O, for some r>O. 
Proof Take E, = min(s,, 6) with CI = -m, co as in Theorem 5, and E^ as 
in Theorem 10. The existence and uniqueness of y(t) E H, t 2 0, follows 
from c1 d E^ and Theorem 10 (II). Since e1 6 so there is by Theorem 5 a 
solution J(t) E H, t 2 0, which satisfies (a) [J(t)1 d cepmr, (b) E, y(O) = 5. 
Again by the uniqueness part of Theorem 10 (II) we have j = y. On the 
other hand Lemma 11 applies to j, i.e., Ih-‘(j(t + h)- T(t))/ <fe-“‘, 
t 2 0, for all 0 <h < 1 and a suitable Z. By passage to the limit h JO and 
since (j) * = j we get I j(t)/ d ZeCmf, t > 0, proving the lemma. 1 
As a consequence of these lemmas we obtain 
THEOREM 11. Assume 5 E Rg(E,), j:“, A2d(E(1) <,t) -C 00, E < Ed, and 
151 6 fe. Then there is a unique solution u(t) E H2(R2), t 3 0, of (a+*) such 
that 
{[u(t)];+ [s-‘a(t)]:}“2<E, 
E,(u(O), S-%(O)) = <. 
This solution has the additional properties 
[u(t)12 i cepm’, 
[ti(t)12 d rem,‘, 
[ii(t)], 6 rep,‘, t>O 
for suitable Z. The same is true with t < 0. 
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Proof: Clauses (a) and (b) follow immediately from Lemmas 13 and 14 
by putting y = (u, S- ‘u,) = (u, a). Clauses (c) and (d) follow from (3) and 
(4) of Lemma 14. As to (e) we note that u,,= SV, holds. Thus [ii(t)]: = 
(%(I), SC(t)),,= (S2ti(t), S2d(t)),= [ti(t)]:<P~-2mf by Lemma 14 (4), 
whence (e) follows. 1 
Theorem 11, although giving a fairly complete description of “small” 
solutions of (***), says nothing as to what extent such a solution gives rise 
to a solution of (*). This is answered by the lemma below. Let C0,(R2) be 
the Banach space of bounded continuous functions on R2 provided with 
the supnorm. 
LEMMA 15. For given 5, E let u(t) E H2(R2), t > 0, be the associated 
solution of (***) provided by Theorem 11. There is a continuous mapping f 
from R + to CO,(R’) with the properties (1) f(t) = u(t) a.e. for t Z 0, (2) the 
function y( t, y, z) given by y( t, y, z) = f (t)( y, z) (t 3 0, y, z E R) is continuous 
and a member of H’(R+ x R’), (3) the generalized derivative d2$at2 satisfies 
ay/atZ = u,, for all t 2 0, (4) dJ+ g(J) = 0. 
Hint of proof Since H2(R2) 4 CO,(R’) there is for each t > 0 a unique 
f(t)ECi(R2)suchthatf(t)=u(t)a.e.Themappingf:R+ +CO,(R’)iscon- 
tinuous by the properties of u(t) and the continuity of the imbedding of 
H’(R’) in CO,(R’). The functionTgiven by (2) of the lemma is then clearly 
continuous. The proof that 7~ H2(R+ x R2) is rather lengthy although 
routine and must be omitted for lack of space. The idea is to define ten- 
tatively the generalized derivatives of 7 as II,f= u,, II:?= uf,, 0,7= u:, 
03 = u;, D,47 = (u,)p, W&J = Cd,, D,D;T = ul;r, D;? = u13r 
Dff = uZZ. By making heavy use of the exponential decay provided by 
Theorem 11 one then shows that the objects so defined are indeed the 
generalized derivatives of $ Clause (3) of the lemma comes out as a side 
product while (4) follows from (l)-(3). u 
It would be desirable to have a more tractable form of the integral 
equation in Theorem 8 (with Tin place of A) whose solutions solve (*). To 
this end we seek explicit expressions for the operators E, = E(m), 
E, = I- E(m). Direct computations based on the spectral formula in [ 14, 
Theorem 10, p. 12021 yield the following result: 
EI=i(-ii -:i), E7=k(:t ii), withIdastheidentityonH2(R2). 
(i) 
From this we infer that Rg(E,)= {(w, --w)/wEH~(R~)}, Rg(E,)= 
{(w w)IwEH~(R~)), Rg(E,)nDom(T)={(w, -w)/wEH~(R’)}, &(E2)n 
Dam(T) = {(w, w)/w E H3(R2)}. The computations are routine and 
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omitted. Due to the particular form of T, E,, E2 the integral equation in 
Theorem 8 now assumes the following form, 
s 
I 




e--.7(" "S--'p(u(s)) & 
t 3 0, 
where 5 = (w, -w), w E H3(R2). 
Now we can rephrase Theorem 11 as follows: 
THEOREM 12. Let E, be as in Theorem 11 (i.e., Lemma 14). 
(A) Given O<E<E, and weH3(R2) such that [w]~< (2 $)-’ E 
there is a unique solution u(t) E H2(R2), t 2 0, of problem (***) having the 
properties: (a) {[u(t)]:+ [S-1ti(t)]:}1’2~&,Vt~0, (b)u(O)-SP’ti(0)=w. 
The pair u(t), u(t), t >, 0, solves the integral equations (IE) above. 
(B) Conversely, with E, w as in (A), the integral equations (IE) have a 
unique continuous solution pair u(t), u(t) E H*( R2), t > 0, which satisfies 
(cl 1 Cdt)l: + C4t)lY2 Q&2 ‘dt > 0. The function u(t), t > 0, solves 
the evolution problem (***) and satisfies (d) u(0) - Siti( w, 
(e) C(t) = S-b(t). 
(C) The functions u(t), zi(t), ii(t), t 30, decay in both cases exponen- 
tially according to (c), (d), and (e), of Theorem 11. 1 
Remarks. ( 1) In [ 151, Esteban and Lions prove under rather general 
conditions that if u is a solution of Au + g(u) = 0 in R, x R* such that 
u(O,y,z)=O, V~,ZER, and lim,,, u(q)=0 (VE R, x R2) then u=O on 
R, x R*. This fact should be reflected by our results. Indeed put [w]~ = 
(2 &)--I E>O for some sde,. Note that [j; ePS’SP1p(u(t)) dtlz 6 
C(s~p,~,,[u(t)]~)~forsome C,providedsup,,, [u(t)],<~,.Ifu(t), t>O,is 
the solution of (***) associated with w according to Theorem 12 then we 
infer from the first of the equations in (IE) that [u(O)], < (2 $))’ E - 
&s* and from the second that [S-‘ti(0)12 < (2 &))I E- fCs*. Thus if E is 
sufficiently small, both u(0) and ti(0) are # 0 in accordance with the results 
in [ 151. 
(2) We do not know whether every solution u of the original 
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problem (*) is also a solution of ( ***). It is easy to see that u is also a 
solution of (***) if u and its first and second order derivatives decay suf- 
ficiently rapidly as q -+ 00 (II E R + x R*). Such solutions are, e.g., obtained 
if we take the radially symmetric solutions constructed in [2] and restrict 
them to R, x R*. 
(3) On the basis of Theorem 10 one might conjecture that if y,, y, 
are two solutions of the evolution problem (E) which belong to the Banach 
space B, (or B*, or B;“) and if 5 =E1y,(0)= E, y,(O) holds with 11t112 
sufficiently small then y, = y,. However, this conjecture can be disproved 
with the aid of the radially symmetric solutions from [2] and by using the 
translation invariance of the equation du + g(u) = 0. 
(4) Our method permits the construction of “small” solutions 
UEH*(R+ x R*) of Au-mu+p(u)=O wherep(u) may be any polynomial 
such that p(u) =O(U*), provided that m >O. The situation is thus better 
than that in full R3 where known solution methods restrict the degree of p 
to < 4. However, all attempts on our part to extend the method so as to 
cover the case m B 0 have failed so far and we do not know whether this is 
a matter of principle or a defect in the method. 
APPENDIX 1 
We briefly describe a direct way to prove Lemma 6. Let A4 be as in (I), 
Section 3. Suppose B= (bj,Jx)) (j, k = 1, . . . . n) to be a matrix whose 
elements are continuous uniformly bounded functions on R3. Now M 
generates a contraction semigroup on L2(R3)n while B acts as a bounded 
linear operator on L2(R3)“. It follows that A4 + B also generates a 
semigroup e (M+ B, ’ t >/ 0, on L*( R3)“. If u0 E L*( R3)“ is any initial condition 
then ~(t)=e(~+~)‘~, t > 0, is the solution of the initial value problem 
ti = Mu + Bu, t 3 0, u(O) = u,,. Since f(t) = Bu(t), t > 0, is continuous on 
L2(R3)n we get by a well known formula the integral equation 
u(t) = PGIO + s ’ eMcf-S)Bu(s) ds. (*I 0 
By iteration we obtain from (*) a representation of u(t) by an absolutely 
convergent series, 
u(t)=e%,+fG,(t), t>O, where 
(**) 
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Now assume first that bJx) 20, Vj, k, VXE R3. Assume (u,,)~ 20 a.e., 
k = 1, . . . . n, and p( {~/(oO)J[) > 0}) > 0 for some j (where (u& = kth com- 
ponent of u,,). Then (Gm(t))k > 0 a.e. for all m > 1, k = 1, . . . . n. Moreover, 
(e”‘u,Jj>O a.e. and (eMfu,Jk 20 a.e. for t >O and k = 1, . . . . n, as follows 
from the particular form of M. Thus (~(t))~ > 0 a.e. and (~(1))~ 2 0 a.e. for 
t > 0 and k = 1, . . . . n, which implies that M+ B satisfies Definition 2. Next 
assume merely that bj,Jx) > 0 for all j # k and x E R3; let u0 be as before. 
For 12 sup,, .X I&&)I consider w(t) = e%(t). We then have w(t) = 
&. 
t 3 0. But with B + 1 we are as in the previous case whence 
(w(t)),>0 and (~(t))~aO a.e. follows for k= 1, . . . . n, t > 0. Since w(t) 
and u(t) have the same positivity behavior it follows that M+ B again 
satisfies Definition 2, which proves Lemma 6. 
APPENDIX II 
In Section I the nonlinearity g(x) was restricted to polynomials, which 
guarantees that the mapping g: H2(R3)N-+ g(u)EH2(R3)N (N> 1 in the 
case of systems) is sufficiently smooth. However, an inspection shows that g 
is only required to have Frechet derivatives up to order 3. It can be shown 
that this condition is satisfied if we take, instead of polynomials, functions 
f(z 1, . . . . zN) having continuous partial derivatives up to order 6 and satisfy 
f(0, . . . . 0) = 0. For lack of space we must content ourselves to state the 
results. The key results is: 
THEOREM * : Assume m>2; let f(z,, . . . . zN) have continuous partial 
derivatives up to order m and satisfy f(0, . . . . 0) = 0. Then the following hold: 
(1) ifui, . . . . u,EZP(R~) then f(u,, . . . . u,)EH~(R~), 
(2) if uj, u,” E Hm(R3), j = 1, . . . . N, p = 1, 2, . . . . are such that 
lim, IIuj-u,“ll,,,=O for j= 1, . . . . N then lim, II f(uT, . . . . u%)-f(uI, . . . . uN)ll,,, 
= 0, 
(3) for every multiindex a with Ial 6 m the generalized derivative 
D’f (u, , . . . . u,,,) is obtained by the usual formal differentiation procedure. 1 
Remarks. (1) “Formal derivation” is of course understood in the sense 
of calculus; e.g., if N= 2, a = (1, 0,O) then (D’f)(u,, u2) = (af/&,)(u,, u2) 
cauz/ax, I+ (af/az,)(u, > u,)(au,lax,). 
(2) From the structure of formal derivatives and from (3) of 
Theorem * we get an upper bound for 11 (Oaf )(ul, . . . . uN)II m in terms off 
and Ilujllm. For any multiindex y with IyI <m put BY(L) = supl(Dyf) 
(2 1 > a.., zN)19 lzjl <L (j= 1, *-, N), and B,(L) = sup BY(L), IyI d m. Let r be a 
fixed constant such that [u(x)/ dzllul12, VXC R3, for any UEH~(R~). 
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LEMMA * : Let f(z,, . . . . zN) be as in Theorem * and assume ul, . . . . un E 
H2(R3) (m>2). Then Ilf(u I, . . . . UN)llm 6 C&I(~ suPll~,ll*)(& + ... + fqg, 
where S,,, =Cj Il~,ll,, with C a constant depending only on N, m. 1 
The main conclusion from Theorem * and Lemma * is 
COROLLARY. Let J‘(zl, . . . . zN) have continuous partial derivatives up to 
order 6 and assume f(0, . . . . 0) = 0. The mapping F: H2(R3)N + H2(R3) given 
by F(u,, . . . . UN) =f(u,, . . . . un) has continuous Frechet derivatives up to 
order 3. 




Here f(x) and the coefficients of the forms (dkf)(x) have continuous 
derivatives up to order d 3 while the remainding form R(x, y) = (3!) j: 
(1 - t)3 (d”f)(x + ty) dt has continuous derivatives up to order < 2. 
This gives rise to a Taylor expansion for F: 
F(u+~)=f.(u)+~(k!)~‘(d”f)(u)v”+(3!)~~(1-t)~(d~~)(~+tu)v~dt. 
1 0 
The “coefficients” f(u), (dkf)(u) and the remainder R(u, v) are continuous 
and bounded on balls sup I(~~ll,,, d K, sup llv,il m d K, j = 1, . . . . N, by 
Theorem * and Lemma *. It follows that F has indeed continuous Frechet 
derivatives up to order 3, proving the corollary. 1 
On the basis of this corollary it is now easy to check that all the results 
in Sections I and II are obtained if we replace the polynomials by functions 
having partial derivatives up to order 6. The order 6 can presumabiy be 
replaced by a lower one with the aid of more relined methods. 
CONCLUSION 
The work of C. A. Stuart (see e.g., Refs. [16, 171) on the bifurcation 
from the continuous spectrum has caused us to investigate the role of 
stability in this type of bifurcation. Our results seem to indicate that the 
relation between stability and bifurcation in infinite domains is of much 
less importance than that in the case of bounded domains. 
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